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windream successfully completes further SAP 
certification 
 
Bochum. windream GmbH has had another completely newly developed 
integration solution for the SAP system certified by SAP. The now fourth 
SAP interface for the windream ECM-system named "windream Link 7 for 
SAP ILM" received the official certification "BC-ILM 3.1" (for SAP 
NetWeaver) and "S/4-BC-ILM 1.0" (for SAP S/4 HANA) after the successful 
execution of the SAP test scenarios. 
 
A certification of windream products for SAP-applications exists continuously 

since 1994. The certificates issued by SAP refer to the current version 7.0 of the 

windream interface. This interface connects the windream ECM-system with 

specific SAP-applications in the field of electronic archiving and enterprise 

content management. With SAP ILM, it is possible to administer the life cycle of 

productive and archived data based on rules. 

 
windream supports SAP-applications with comprehensive ECM-functions 
windream GmbH is known for its high competence in the field of integrating 

ECM-solutions into SAP-applications. Already for years, the company has been 

offering a comprehensive portfolio in this sector, which includes the products 

"windream ArcLink", "windream DirectLink" and "windream Command for SAP". 

While windream ArcLink represents the connection between the SAP 

ArchiveLink interface and the windream ECM-system, windream DirectLink has 

especially been designed to allow post-indexing of documents which have been 

linked to SAP application documents. On the other hand, windream Command 

for SAP represents the command center via which the entire interaction 

between the windream ECM-system and the SAP-applications is configured 

and controlled. 
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About windream GmbH 
For 20 years, windream GmbH has been one of the top companies in the development and 
marketing of business software products for electronic archiving, digital document management 
and business process control or workflow automation. Especially for its ECM-system windream 
of the same name, the company is known nationally and internationally. More than 100 
employees and a worldwide network of about 250 sales, integration and cooperation partners 
take care of more than 2,600 customers with more than 260,000 workstations. 
 
About the windream Enterprise Content Management System 
With the patented integration into the Windows operating system, the foundation for today's 
windream ECM-system was laid more than 20 years ago. With this unique approach, windream 
sets new standards in terms of intuitive handling, inspiring usability and user acceptance also in 
the current version 7. All possible solutions, whether e-file, e-mail management, invoice receipt, 
incoming mail, scanning, archiving, search and find, business process automation, workflow and 
mobile working are modularly designed. windream is equally flexible when it comes to 
integrations into third-party products, e.g. ERP, merchandise management and financial 
accounting solutions. Thus, companies can configure the windream ECM-system like a 
construction kit exactly according to their specific requirements. With the Dynamic Workspace, 
the latest windream version 7 successfully bridges the gap towards mobility and cross-platform 
availability under an interface which can be designed by the user himself. No matter if in the 
office with a PC or a laptop, a Smartphone or a tablet: Any time, any place, any device. 
windream Dynamic Workspace is included in the windream Business Edition and does not need 
to be licensed as an additional module. windream - just use it! 
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